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from The Saskatchewan Aviation Historical Society (SAHS)

The Society is proud to announce it has received its first shipment
of 100 Society crests. Crests are priced at $10.00 each and are
expected to go quickly. Each crest measures 3.5” in length and is
2.3 inches in height, just the right size for your jacket pocket,
sleeve or as a chest patch for your “flight suit”.

Get yours now by sending your cheques to:
Saskatchewan Aviation Historical Society
Bay 5 Hangar 5, Saskatoon Airport
Saskatoon, Sk., Canada S7L5X4
Please allow 2 weeks for delivery upon receipt of your order

WE NEED YOUR HELP!
Members, we are short of volunteers and we need your help in

2015, being the 70th Anniversary of the end of WWII and the 75th
Anniversary of the Battle of Britain - as well as he 45th Anniversary of
the Snowbirds, this final Salute will carry a great deal of importance
for many. The July 11-12 event will feature the Snowbirds, CF-18
Hornet and SkyHawks Parachute Demonstration Teams, as well
as ceremonial appearances from other Canadian Forces aircraft along
with an extended ground display from Land Forces, RCMP, City Police,
Fire, EMS and others.
While the glory years when held at the Airport saw crowds exceeding
30,000 -today's limited site restrictions mean that even a capacity
crowd over the two days (weather permitting) will max-out at 1415,000. Still more than respectable, yet certainly a different
environment without all the static fixed-wing aircraft from across
North America sitting on display. Without access to the Airport show
location, logistics with an off-site show box beside an operational 4lane Highway and an ever-developing neighbourhood, continues to
create challenges that have to be addressed with tough decisions
made. After twenty years ... numerous national and international
awards ... over $35M in economic activity ... 500,000 people attending
... over $450,000 raised for non-profits and charitable groups ... means
the journey was meaningful and important.
One unique addition this year will be Canada's first-ever appearance
of a special (deemed priceless) exhibit - travelling direct from New
York to Saskatoon - the '9/11 Never Forget' Mobile Exhibit.

manning the Society booth for the air shows in Saskatoon on July
11 & 12 and Prince Albert July 14,15 & 16. Contact Randy England
at randyengland95@sasktel.net if you can help us out.

Arrangements for bringing home C-FCQT are taking shape.
Watch for future news on her journey from Points North to Home.

Con’t Page 2
Canada Remembers Continued from Page 1
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Two New York Firefighters will act as hosts to answer questions from
the thousands who will experience this first-time - and probably only
visit to Saskatoon. The interactive display features steel from Ground
Zero, audio communication from that fateful day, video screens
throughout the 1000 sq.ft. area and other incredibly poignant pieces
of history that no one will ever want to experience again ... but that
everyone should remember.
Saskatchewan Law Enforcement, Fire, EMS & Military will escort the
semi-trailer into and through Regina as it enters the Province - with
the same show of respect as it enters Saskatoon; this expression of
Honour is bestowed upon this Exhibit everywhere it travels in the U.S.
and Saskatchewan will carry forward that tradition in memory of all
who sacrificed their lives on Sept. 11, 2001.
This Exhibit exemplifies the continued commitment of the 'Canada
Remembers' Project, saluting all Heroes who have served, and
continue to serve this Nation and the free world.
Lest We Forget.

For more info Email: info@phass.ca

New Pilots Corner
brought to you by:

Mitchinson Flight Centre
King Sandoval - passed PPL written exam, now fully licensed
Brett Shepperd - passed CPL flight test
Luke Ford-Matchett - Multi engine rating.
Tyler Humphreys - Multi engine rating
Chantelle Callaway - PPL flight test.
Eric Lalonde - CPL flight test
Kris Netzel - CPL flight test
Kassia Clarke - PPL flight test
Andrew Regamey - CPL flight test
Eric Lalonde - Multi engine rating
JP Singh - Instructor rating
Simon Kemp - Instructor rating
Dayne Vanderbyl 1st Solo
Russell Pearce 1st Solo.
Julia Milne 1st Solo.

So much more than a terminal...
th

Early on the afternoon of May 19 , there was a sod-turning
ceremony at the future site of the Saskatchewan Aviation
Museum and Learning Center on land donated under a lease
agreement by the Saskatoon Airport Authority.
Did you know that the first powered flight in Saskatchewan was
104 years ago today and took place in Saskatoon?
What a way to celebrate our historical roots!!

Thanks, have a great day!
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Coming Events
The IAAE Canada 2015 Accreditation Academy
When: Monday, Oct. 19, 2015 to Wednesday, Oct. 21, 2015
Where: Calgary, AB

RADARSAT-2

IAAE Canada's premier and industry recognized Accreditation

Launch: December 14, 2007 Status : Active

Academy is an annual event, not to be missed by those looking to
earn the internationally recognized A.A.E. and A.A.P.
Both the Accredited Airport Executive (A.A.E.) and the Accredited
Airport Professional (A.A.P.) are internationally recognized
designations and comprehensive professional development
programs designed to cover all aspects of airport management.
Launched in December 2007, Canada's next-generation commercial
radar satellite offers powerful technical advancements that will
enhance marine surveillance, ice monitoring, disaster management,
environmental monitoring, resource management and mapping in
Canada and around the world.
This project represents a unique collaboration between government
and industry. MacDonald, Dettwiler and Associates Ltd. (MDA) will
own and operate the satellite and ground segment. The Canadian
Space Agency (CSA) helps fund the construction and launch of the
satellite and will recover this investment through the supply of
RADARSAT-2 data to the Government of Canada during the lifetime of
the mission.
RADARSAT-2 demonstrates the Canadian space community's
leadership in developing remote sensing technology and applications.
Saskatchewan Government Airways Norseman airplane at Cree Lake.
The Norseman planes were used for freight hauling, and also for smoke jumping.

With state-of-the-art technology, it is one of the world's most
advanced commercially available Earth observation radar image
providers and offers users around the world an expanded range of
high-quality data products for hundreds of applications.
Responding to modern challenges
The RADARSAT-2 mission design and construction incorporates
new capabilities that ensure Canada's continued leadership in the
global marketplace for radar image data. The primary mission
objective is the supply and distribution of data and products to
meet the needs of present and future markets using a
CSA-ASC Con’t on page 4
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Once again, thank you for following our little space in this publication.
As far as soaring with our club, well, it has been good. The soaring
weather was great this past May, no cumulus clouds but lots of invisible
lift. We are also happy to have been joined by various students. All of
them very enthusiastic, and simply a good group of lads. We have been
flying every weekend, and it has been a blast. You can see our 2 seater
and 1 seater flying in formation on a ‘blue day’ across the Prairies.

CSA-ASC Con’t from page 3
commercially viable approach. This is achieved by leveraging the
knowledge and experience gained through the long and successful
RADARSAT-1 mission while taking advantage of new technologies.
A key priority of the Canadian Space Program (CSP) is responding
to the twin challenges of monitoring the environment and
managing natural resources. The hardy, versatile RADARSAT Earth
Observation satellites are a major data source for commercial
applications and remote sensing science.
For managing natural resources and monitoring the environment
in the 21st century, RADARSAT-2 is an indispensable tool.
Scientific and commercial users in agriculture, cartography,
hydrology, forestry, oceanography, and ice studies will greatly
benefit from more readily accessible radar data.
RADARSAT products also provide valuable information for major
application areas in coastal and marine surveillance, and security
and foreign policy.

Anyhow, so, 2 of the club’s best flights this year have been in the vicinity
of 200 to 300 kilometers cruising at 11,000ft . Really nice! If you care to
take a look, the below website creates a very nice map representation
and all data of regarding our flights:
http://www.onlinecontest.org/olc-2.0/gliding/flightinfo.html?flightId=1994996304
http://www.onlinecontest.org/olc-2.0/gliding/flightinfo.html?dsId=4360971

Commercially viable
The CSP is committed to ensuring Canada's Earth observation
community develops into a leading, profitable and sustainable
business through the continued development of remote sensing
technology and applications. RADARSAT-2 is proof positive of
Canada's commitment to a vigorous knowledge economy through
support for leading-edge research, the development of innovative

The website itself, serves glider pilots as a central hub to upload our
flights, so we can compete against other glider pilots, not only in Canada
but Worldwide. The website builds a handicap based on the performance
of the planes of the people competing, and awards points on a fair
manner, so all pilots can compare their performance compared to other
glider colleagues. Some people flight over 1000 km per flight ! and 300500 km flights are ‘common’ on good soaring regions. Anyhow, this
website (onlinecontest.org) really levels the field and gives us great input
on our soaring abilities and performance, which ultimately dictates how
much time we spend in the air and that is a beautiful challenge.

technologies, and the establishment of public-private sector
partnerships.
The ground segment
The many systems that form the RADARSAT-2 ground segment are
housed in CSA facilities in Longueuil, Quebec, and Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan, in CCRS facilities in Gatineau, Quebec, and Prince
Albert, Saskatchewan, and MDA headquarters in Richmond,
British Columbia.

Come and visit us!!!
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Media Inquiries
Regina Airport Authority is responsible for the operation and
management of Regina International Airport. As an Airport operator in
Canada, Regina Airport Authority is subject to the aviation regulations
mandated and enforced by Transport Canada.

107 Spitfire Royal Canadian Air Cadets
Cadets of 107 Spitfire Squadron participate in weekly training every
Wednesday from September to May. During this weekly training the
cadets learn about a variety of subjects including leadership, citizenship,
drill, aircrew survival, and of course aviation. Most Wednesday nights
cadets are in uniform, however some nights cadets participate out of
uniform in sports, swimming, or other activities. The program and
uniform is provided free of charge.

Although there are many entities operating as tenants of Regina
Airport Authority, they do not fall under the regulatory jurisdiction of
Regina Airport Authority. Therefore, any media inquiries specific to
other organization or entities operating at the Airport should be
directed to the spokesperson for that particular organization.

Ray Stits Flies West
By Pia Bergqvist / Published: Jun 09, 2015

Cadets in Saskatoon attend the largest indoor Remembrance Day
ceremony in Canada each year. One day of training is set aside for
marching drill, marksmanship, biathlon, and a Glider familiarization flight
each. As well, cadets attend two full weekends, one in the winter and one
in the spring, for Field Training Exercises where the cadets learn about
aircrew survival techniques.
We also have a number of optional activities the cadets can attend. These
include Marksmanship, Biathlon, Band, Flag Party, and Recreational
Sports. Cadets participate in various fundraising activities throughout the
year to provide extra opportunities not paid for as part of the regular
program.
As cadets progress through the training program they are promoted to
show that they have excelled in the program and met specific objectives.
Cadets progress with their same age peers through the program while
being mentored by those who have already been through the same
program as them.
Cadets from 107 Spitfire Squadron also have to opportunity to attend a
number of regional and national activities including summer training.
Summer training courses range from two to six weeks in length and
cadets receive additional specific training on certain subjects.
Summer training takes place across Canada and cadets that are selected
are transported free of cost to them. The cadets also receive a weekly
amount of money as a training bonus for each week they attend summer
training. Two important summer training opportunities for the Air Cadet
program are the Glider Pilot Scholarship and the Power Pilot Scholarship,
where chosen cadets can earn their Transport Canada Glider Pilot License
or Private Pilot License free of charge.

Ray Stits in 1952 with the Sky Baby, sporting a 7’2” wingspan.
Aviation pioneer Ray Stits has died. A passionate aviator, Stits,
who was in his 90s, designed several airplanes including the Sky
Baby, the smallest airplane built at the time, and was known
among homebuilders and rag wing pilots as the man who
invented the all-vinyl Poly-Fiber (also referred to as the Stits
Process) material for aircraft covering.
Jim O'Brien, the president of EAA Chapter 1 in Riverside,
California, announced Stits' passing on Facebook. "I have no
details at this time, but know that he had flu symptoms last
week, and as such was not at the monthly EAA Chapter 1 board
meeting, as he never misses," O'Brien said.
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Flight Simmer’s Corner
Welcome to the World of AI
http://www.world-of-ai.com/index.php
World of AI is an independent group of people with the aim to provide
the Flight Simulator user with easy to install, high-quality AI traffic
packages to enhance the virtual skies of FS9 or FSX.
By using their installer (see the Installer page for that) you will have, with
just a few clicks, your airports populated with AI traffic from around the
world.
We only make the packages, but the content within those packages is not
the work of World of AI.

Closer to home, one can notice that the Health Services clinic
at 15 Wing is named in honour of Lt. Irene Sutherland.

These models, repaints and flight plans are made by a lot of talented
people active in the Flight Simulator scene. All these files are also
available for download on their own.
We have asked these people to give permission to Word of AI to use their
work in our packages and made them available on AVSIM and Flightsim
only.
In the past years we saw some confusion about people talking about
'World of AI models'.
So to be clear, we do not have or own models, repaints or flight plans.
The World of AI Team

Source: http://www.100yearsofnursing.ca/english/content/SK_19.html

So, one may ask, who is Lt Irene Sutherland?
Lt Irene Sutherland was born in Palmer, Saskatchewan and
was raised in Assiniboia. She graduated from Nursing from the
Moose Jaw Providence Hospital in 1943. In 1944 she enrolled
as a Nursing Sister in the Royal Canadian Army Medical Corps
(RCAMC). During wartime, she rendered nursing care to
aircrew and pilots at the Army Hospital in Regina. Following the
war, she remained in the reserves and was hired by the
province of Saskatchewan as the first Flight Nurse for the
Provincial Air Ambulance Service. The aircraft used for this
service was an RCAF post war surplus Norseman aircraft.
During this time, she developed several techniques and ways to
improve patient comfort and delivery of oxygen to patients
that were being transported. In fact, her methods of oxygen
delivery in aircraft were noticed by the staff of the Institute of
Aviation Medicine (now DRDC – Toronto). In 1952 Lt
Sutherland was appointed Chief Flight Nurse and wrote the
world’s first “Flight Nurse Manual”. She is known as the “Angel
of Mercy”. She transported and treated several patients
including an infant who required artificial respiration while at a
height of 3,000 feet. She averaged 20 – 25 flights a month and
logged her millionth air ambulance mile in 1966. Lt Sutherland
retired in 1970. Sadly, she passed away from cancer a year
later at the age of 51.
15 Wing Con’t on page7
Con’t from page 6
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Modeler’s Corner

The aircraft is now displayed at the Western Development here
in Moose Jaw.

Filling Seams and Sanding the Aircraft Model
Removing the seams and joint lines is necessary when building model
airplanes. Many assemblies often result in unnatural gaps or cracks in the
fitting. Among the most common problem areas are the wing roots and
the mating lines between both sides of the fuselage. To produce an
authentic looking aircraft model, I recommend the following technique.
To begin, you will need various grades of sandpaper, including 600ALO,
400ALO, 320SIL and 150SIL. Other necessary tools include; a sharp hobby
knife, a paintbrush and a container with a small amount of water. We will
also cover the use of model putty and Tenax-7R, a fast-dry formula used
for welding plastic scale model parts.
I should remind the reader that when building model airplanes using
hazardous materials, it is very important to have plenty of ventilation
around the working space. You should also pay close attention to all the
warnings that come with each chemical, usually found on the product
container.
This technique will be illustrated using the fuselage parts of the aircraft
model. You can begin by welding the left and right sides using Tenax-7R.
With medium pressure, hold both sides of the fuselage together and
simply touch the entire seam using a paintbrush. Once you have
completed the application, gradually increase your hold pressure over the
next 10 seconds until you have a firm bond. Tenax-7R will actually fuse
the plastic scale model by slightly melting the parts together. Allow about
5 minutes for the weld to dry and lightly scrape off any excess chemical
using a hobby knife.

So there you have it. Today, your friendly Health Services
Support Staff continue the proud traditions of those that have
served before us by serving here in Canada and aboard on
deployments such as Bosnia, Haiti and Afghanistan. In the
words of Major General JWB Barr; “We are the Forces’
Medicals, Your friends in time of woe. When you are sick or
stressed or sore To you, we’ll always go. On land, at sea or in
the air Fear not, for we’ll be there ..."
23 CF Health Services Det Moose Jaw - Militi Succurrimus

Should there be any imperfections on the aircraft model, such as gaps,
pits or scratches, you can apply model putty (filling material) using a
toothpick. Be very careful not to smudge or place it on areas where it is
not necessary as excess putty will go a long way in hiding surface details
such as rivets and panel lines. If possible, mask off the crack or opening to
be filled using tape. Then, apply a thin coat of putty and allow about 30
minutes for drying time. Once the putty has dried completely, sand the
area down to the level of the tape using 600 ALO sanding paper. If the
gap has not filled, or if the putty has dried and contracted to a groove
between the parts, re-apply more putty and repeat the dry time and
sanding process. Once you have a level surface, remove the tape and
begin fine sanding your work.
As one of the most important steps in building model airplanes, the
sanding process should be very meticulous. You can begin sanding the
aircraft model using 600 ALO paper to go over all the areas where putty
and Tenax-7R was used. Be extra cautious not to sand off too much, as
you may end up losing some of the finer surface details. You can then dip
a paintbrush in water, and moisten the entire sanded area. Once again,
using 600 ALO paper, wet sand the area until it begins to look smooth. For
an accurate sanding job, this process should always be done under a
strong light so that rough areas can easily be spotted. Before moving
forward, clean your aircraft model using water and dry it with a rag or
paper towel.
Once the plastic scale model has dried completely, do a thorough check
for rough patches and use 400 ALO or 320 SIL paper to repeat the
process, sanding and wet sanding the working area. You can complete
this technique using a fine 150 SIL sanding paper. This final sheet will
leave your aircraft model looking smooth and natural, without any visible
blemishes. This step does not require wet sanding. Simply run your 150
SIL paper over the entire sanded area. Once this is complete, your aircraft
model is ready for painting.
Drop us a line if you have any questions, stories, photos or artifacts you wish to donate or share with the society. We would love to hear from you.
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